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Preface
This issue consists of full versions of selected contributions presented on the 29th Sym-
posium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science MFCS’04 held in Prague,
Czech Republic, on August 22–27, 2004. Traditionally, the MFCS symposia encourage
high-quality research in all branches of theoretical computer science and they offer an op-
portunity to researchers from diverse areas to meet and present their results to a general
audience. This fact ensures a great interest of MFCS. The conference program consisted of
60 contributed papers selected by the Program Committee from a total of 167 submissions.
We have invited 17 papers to form the content of this issue, representing the most recent
progress in the areas of complexity theory, automata theory, theory of formal languages and
combinatorics on words. All of these papers have been duly refereed and have been revised
at high journal quality standards.
Kolmogorov complexity is explored in “Resource bounded symmetry of information re-
visited’’ by Lee and Romashchenko which present worlds where symmetry of information
between Kolmogorov complexity and conditional Kolmogorov complexity (Kolmogorov–
Levin theorem) is broken. Logic approach to reducibility and complexity hierarchies is fol-
lowed in the paper “A reducibility for the Dot-depth hierarchy’’ by Selivanov and Wagner.
Combinatorics of inﬁnite words is the subject of “A generalization of repetition threshold’’
by Ilie, Ochem and Shallit. Cellular automata are represented by “A new dimension sensi-
tive property for cellular automata’’ by Bernardi, Durand, Formenti and Kari, proving that
decidability of number decreasing property is sensitive on dimension of automata. Quan-
tum computing appears in two papers. A uniﬁed framework for probabilistic and quantum
computation is discussed in “A common algebraic description for probabilistic and quan-
tum computations’’ by Beaudry, Fernandez and Holzer, and “Universal test for quantum
one-way permutations’’ by Kawachi, Kobayashi, Koshiba and Putra presents a necessary
and sufﬁcient condition for quantum one-way permutations.
A larger block of papers is devoted to languages and language equations. These are
“Decidability of trajectory-based equations’’ by Domaratzki and Salomaa, “The dual of
concatenation’’ by Okhotin studying operations on languages, “Sublogarithmic ambigu-
ity’’ by Wich proving existence of context-free grammars of arbitrarily low ambiguity,
“A hierarchy of shift equivalent soﬁc shifts’’ by Béal, Fiorenzi and Perrin deﬁning a new
inﬁnity hierarchy on subclasses of the class of irreducible soﬁc shifts that is characterized
by syntactic semigroups, and “The non-parametrizability of the word equation xyz = zvx:
A short proof’’ by Czeizler presenting a new short proof of the Hmelevskii result.
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Classical complexity theory forms the largest block. Here we ﬁnd papers “The enumer-
ability of P collapses P to NC’’ by Beygelzimer and Ogihara on hardness of excluding
solutions, “The complexity of equivalence and isomorphism of systems of equations over
ﬁnite groups’’ by Nordh proving isomorphism-completeness results, hardness of inverting
NP-problems is discussed in “All superlinear inverse schemes are coNP-hard’’ by Hemas-
paandra, Hemaspaandra and Hempel, the complexity of automaton exploring a graph is
investigated in “Graph exploration by a ﬁnite automaton’’ by Fraigniaud, Ilcinkas, Peer,
Pelc and Peleg, “Generation problem’’ by Böehler, Glasser, Schwarz and Wagner studies
complexity of a closure for ﬁxed binary operations, and “One query reducibilities between
partial information classes’’ byBab andNickelsen proving new reducibilities between some
classes of polynomial complexity and non-existence of reducibilities between some classes
of exponential complexity.
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